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INTRODUCTION

WELCOME TO THE EDUCATION LIBRARY

INTRODUCTION

THE SALMAN ARARANE EDUCATION LIBRARY HAS THE WIDEST COVERAGE OF EBOOKS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION IN ISRAEL.

THE COLLECTION ALLOWS STUDENTS TO ACCESS BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON RELATED FIELDS SUCH AS PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION.

THE LIBRARY SUBSCRIBES TO MORE THAN 450 PERIODICALS.

THERE IS ALSO A COLLECTION OF REFERENCE BOOKS, TEXTBOOKS, AND VIDEOCassettes.

OPENING HOURS

SUNDAY-THURSDAY 9.00-18.00
CIRCULATION 9.00-17.45
**STARTING THE SEARCH**

Note: Check that the code of the education library appears on the screen.
To enter the library type: **LB JED**

**HOW TO ENTER OTHER LIBRARIES**

- For list of the library codes type **LB**
- For Bloomfield Library of Humanities and Social Sciences type **LB JSH**
- For the Social Work Library type **LB JSW**

**CIRCULATION**

- To check the holdings type **H**
- Loaning period:
  - Overnight, one week - The books stand behind the circulation desk
  - 21 days - The books are in the reading room

**THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE BOOKS ON THE SHELVES:**

- 132.2 547
- 132.2 487
- 132.2 1822
- 132.2 823
**BIBLIOGRAPHY**

**EXAMPLE OF AN ARTICLE IN A BOOK**
Wannheim, K. The problem of generation in Griffin, P. *Essays on Sociology* (1972) pp. 276-230

**EXAMPLE OF AN ARTICLE IN A PERIODICAL**
Robbie, A. Feminism and culture in *Journal of Adolescence*, v. 11, no. 5 (1996), pp. 5-15

**SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF MATERIAL**
- **TE** - TEXTBOOKS FOR SCHOOL
- **VF** - SPECIAL MATERIAL IN VERTICAL FILES BEHIND THE CIRCULATION DESK
- **RESERVED** - RESERVED BOOKS FOR LIMITED LOAN
- **RF** - REFERENCE BOOKS (ENTRANCE FLOOR)

**LOAN RENEWAL**
- **TYPE**: D ID NO.
- **OR CALL**: 02-8882066

**SEARCH ACCORDING TO SUBJECT**
- TO FIND THE DEWEY NO. OF THE SUBJECT FIRST SEARCH IN THE CARD INDEX, ENTRANCE FLOOR.
- **EXAMPLE**: SPECIAL EDUCATION 371.3
- **TYPE**: DW-371.3
SEARCHING MATERIAL ON EDUCATION IN ISRAEL

- First search the no. of the subject in the Hebrew card index
- E.g.: Teaching Jewish holidays M150
- Type: CN=ED M150
- E.g.: Teaching Education 37H57
- Type: CN=ED 37H57

PERIODICALS

- Single issues - the entrance floor
- Bound issues - the reading room
- Reserved issues - see list, the entrance floor
- FDL holdings type: N

ADDITIONAL LIBRARY SERVICES

- Photocopying
- Video room
- Interlibrary loan service
- CD-ROM databases

OUR HOMEPAGE IN INTERNET

http://www.hju.ac.il
Click: libraries
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

THE LIBRARY STAFF